
Read and understand the product’s label and Safety Data Sheet (“SDS”) for precautionary and first aid information.
The SDS is available on the Nu-Calgon website at www.nucalgon.com or is returnable by U.S. Mail upon request.

Specialty Products

Industrial Products

Adhesive Products

Insulation Product

Nu-Foam
An expanding polyurethane prepolymer foam. It is used as a 
sealant and insulating product used on openings created for 
refrigeration, air conditioning and heating tubes or pipes, duct 
joints and other areas where unwanted air penetration might 
occur. Contains no CFC’s nor any HCFC’s. USDA Approved.
12 ounce can    4293-04 
20 ounce can    4293-75

Deagreasing Solvent ef
An “environmentally friendly” degreasing solvent, specially 
formulated for cleaning and degreasing equipment where washing 
or flushing is not possible. Simply spray it on and wipe it off. 
Penetrates quick and deep, loosening and liquefying heavy 
greases and tar. It is noncorrosive, nonstaining, and has a 
dielectric strength over 26,000 volts.
14 ounce can    4083-75 
14 ounce can    4083-83 (Low VOC)

Spray-n-Bond™

A wide web spray adhesive formulated specifically for insulation 
and duct liner applications. It is ideal for porous surfaces. It is 
waterproof, flexible, transparent and non-staining, and it can be 
used for both temporary or permanent bonds. Formulated with the 
environment in mind, it contains no chloronated solvents or ozone 
depleters, and is voc-compliant in states like California.
13 ounce can    4369-75

Spray Adhesive
A fast-drying, all-purpose product that provides a strong, water-
resistant, flexible bond. It is translucent and does not penetrate or 
soak material causing bleed-through. Spray Adhesive is excellent 
for labeling, bonding, splicing and sealing paper, cardboard, cloth, 
rubber, Styrofoam, canvas, leather, wood, and most plastics.
11 ounce can    4080-04

Electrical Contact Cleaner
Electrical Contact Cleaner cleans, lubricates, and protects 
electrical contacts from corrosion, and is safe on most plastics. 
Cleaning action quickly removes greases, dust, and oxidation, 
restores and maintains precision and efficiency to the instrument 
and component. Includes extension tube for pinpointing 
application. USDA Approved.
11 ounce can    4082-03 
14 ounce can    4082-04 (Low VOC)
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Zinc Rich Cold Galvanizing
Highly resistant to nearly all forms of corrosion. Perfect for 
repairing factory galvanized material damaged in shipment, 
welding, assembly, etc. It’s 95% pure zinc film fuses itself to 
iron, steel or aluminum. Blends well with hot-dip coating. Meets 
or exceeds Military Specifications MIL-P- 26915A, MIL-T- 26433, 
MIL-P- 21035, MIL-P-46105 and the Preece Test.
13 ounce can    4087-03

Pipe-Dri®

Aerosol insulation which provides a moisture barrier to stop 
sweating and dripping on refrigeration lines, air conditioning lines 
and other cold surfaces. Quickly adheres and dries to a hard 
water proof coating. Pipe-Dri makes it possible to insulate hard 
to reach areas. 
18 ounce can    4297-75

Nu-Kill® II
A “quick-kill” spray formulation based upon a synergistic 
formulation of both tetramethrin and permethrin. It instantly and 
effectively kills wasps, hornets and yellow jackets, from distances 
of up to 20 feet. Kills with residual action as wasps & hornets 
return to their nest. The formula is safe in and around electrical 
equipment, having a dielectric strength of 47,000 volts.
13.5 ounce can    4292-75

Pan-Spray®

A quick and easy to use water proof rubberized coating that won’t 
chip, flake, or peel. It’s ideal for sealing out rust and corrosion as 
well as leaky condensate pans, cooling towers, swamp cooler, 
roofing, gutters and down spout. Pan Spray is the perfect solution 
for emergency and permanent repair. Dries in about 30 minutes 
and one can will cover 20 square feet.
16 ounce can    4296-50 White  4296-51 Black

Pump Protector
Protects seasonally operated pumps against corrosion during 
shutdowns by “winterizing” them. When corrosion occurs in 
close-tolerance areas, it can cause the impeller to stick or bind. 
Protect your client’s investment and your reputation! Safe for all 
types of water pumps and it requires no special rinsing at start-up.
10 ounce can    4299-T8

Nu-Shield™

The newest generation of chemistry for protecting coils and 
other surfaces, is a super-hydrophobic (water repelling) product. 
The non-conductive formula has numerous applications in the 
management of water on non-food, non-potable water surfaces 
for the HVAC/R trade. Simply spray it on and watch the water bead 
up and roll right off. 
9 ounce can    4294-75

A/C Shine®

A specially formulated to clean and protect the painted metal 
surfaces of outdoor A/C condensing units. It sprays on and wipes 
off quickly and easily without water. For use on all outdoor unit 
painted surfaces.
12 ounce can    61118


